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HONDA MIIMO 70 LIVE ROBOTIC
LAWNMOWER

£1,259.00 £990.00
Product Type: Robot Mower
Brand: Honda
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Product Features

Honda Miimo 70 Live robot mower cuts your lawn so you don't have to.
Honda's Miimo range takes the effort out of lawn maintenance, ensuring your garden looks pristine everyday.

An intelligent robotic mower, which calculates your garden's size, learns its layout and works out a mowing calendar
all on its own. With the power to mow areas up to 700m2, there's no easier way to keep your lawn in perfect condition
all year round.

It begins by mapping your entire lawn, then calculating its size before creating a bespoke mowing calendar. Thanks
to its Smart Timer, it will allow for changes in the weather and the speed at which your grass grows - and even stay in
its base during heavy rain to avoid damage.

With the ability to cut in a logical pattern, Small Miimo can cut stripes into your lawn quickly and efficiently and for
those small spaces which Small Miimo has been unable to reach, such as garden furniture areas, Place & Mow allows
you to cut specific small sections with ease. With the Mii-Monitor App, you can see how often Small Miimo plans to
mow and make adjustments at any time. You can even control Small Miimo with your voice, as Small Miimo now
works with Amazon Alexa*

If you're concerned about slopes in your garden, this Miimo is able to cut on slopes up to 9 degrees with its high level
of traction and grip. Thanks to its rapid reaction lift sensors, it will never get stuck in a hole or uneven ground.

There is no need to worry about safety as Miimo has 360 degree bump sensors. This means it will automatically stop
its blades when it detects it's being picked up and will automatically turn away from garden obstacles and pets.

*Available on HRM40 Live and HRM70 Live only

ADDITIONAL KEY INFORMATION:
• Miimo can cross over pavements and driveways as long as they are level to the grass surface. If the pavement is
higher than the grass, a boundary wire will need to be placed around these areas.
• Stepping stones that are embedded below the level of the grass are generally not a concern.
• Miimo can only reach areas of your garden that are connected to each other. It cannot cross over a fence or a wall
unless there is an opening available.
• Miimo can handle most narrow passages. The Miimo needs at least 1 metre (3.3 ft) wide passages to be able to
navigate.
• Your flowerbeds are safe with Miimo. Obstacles inside the lawn areas such as trees, islands or flowerbeds are
detected by creating loops around them using the boundary wire.
• Honda Miimo 70 Live robot mower can also cut around water features such as ponds, fountains and swimming
pools. To ensure the Miimo does not accidentally slip into the water, the boundary wire must be 3 feet away from the
water's edge.
Order your Honda Miimo robot mower from Thurlow Nunn Standen, available online and in
stores.
If you require professional installation of this product, please contact your local Thurlow Nunn Standen branch or
Approved Honda Miimo Dealer.

View our range of robot mowers »

https://www.honda.co.uk/lawn-and-garden/products/miimo/overview.html
https://www.tnsgroup.co.uk/branches/
https://www.tnsgroup.co.uk/product-category/lawn-garden-equipment/?_product_type=robot-mower
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